Teo Spiller

NEW MEDIA TEXTUALITY

Text is unique among other media types. It plays a privileged role in
computer culture. On the one hand, it is one media type among others. But, on the
other hand, it is a meta-language of computer media, a code in which all other
media are represented: coordinates of 3D objects, pixel values of digital images,
the formatting of a page in HTML.


SPAM sonnet

Author filled database with subjects of  SPAM mails, received in his mailbox in years 1994/1995. 
Web application reads data about users operating system, browser, IP address, etc., which together with the current system time form seed for a random generator, which defines 14+1 records from database, forming a SPAM sonnet, a poem of ready made SPAM messages, composed in a form of Italian sonnet.
SPAM messages often contained addressee's name. Application allows them to be replaced with users name.
Author renamed project from »SPAM« to »Forbiden« because of troubles with spam filters and other robotized web applications.

http://www.netartist.eu/textuality/forbiden-sonnet.html


News sonnet

Web application unites subjects of 14+1 current news from several web based news sources (RSS feeds), forming a News sonnet, a poem of ready made news subjects, composed in a form of italian sonnet.
Every verse is clickable and links to another News sonnet in a different language (Slovene, English, German, Italian, French and Spanish). The sonnet in the last language links to a new sonnet in the first language, created from data in the next RSS feed of the same news sources.

http://www.netartist.eu/textuality/news-sonnet.html


SMS sonnet

The ironically superficial title SMS sonnet is deeply rooted in Teo Spiller s previous projects SPAM sonnet and NEw ssonnet. In SMS sonnet
 the parallel drawn between net.art and neo-plasticism in Hommage to Mondrian
 is taken a step further right into the depths of the creative possibilities of the Internet.

Public multimedia GEM contains displays, installed in Ljubljana city buses. It also enables users to communicate over an SMS field at the bottom of the screen. It allows users to send their comments, developing a unique phraseology .
Spiller fills a database with this messages. Web application lists last 500 messages and offers user to create his own composition in the form of Italian sonnet.

http://www.netartist.eu/SMS/

Author issued a collection of most significant sonnets in a limited edition booklet.


NEW MEDIA SEMIOTICS

The »New media semiotics« book can't be read as a book but rather as a material platform which needs an Internet connection to be completed. It tells only a part of the story, the other part is linked on the Internet. That questions a book as a durable media: as pages on the Internet dissapears, the book looses it's totality, becoming just a fragmental documentation of the whole project. But on the other hand, the project only on the Internet, without the book isn't complete neighter. 

Facebook logo

The cover  contents of Facebook logo, where every pixel is replaced by an image of an author's Facebook »friend«.  

Social networks are an excellent way of social interactions, but on the other hand, they are appearing in a strictly privatized space, every single word is recorded, every interaction is a matter of some statistic analysis, everything one does on that network is a property of owners of the network.

http://www.netartist.eu/friends/

Add sonnet

Add sonnet continues the New media textuality project, composing parts of web adds in a form of Italian sonnet. Adds are from Facebook site, continuing the critic of commercializing social interactions.

http://www.netartist.eu/addsonnet/

Icon architecture

Given that images have always been used to affect reality, does telepresence bring
anything new? A map, for instance, already allows for a kind of teleaction: it can
be used to predict the future and therefore to change it. To quote Latour,
"one cannot smell or hear or touch Sakhalin Island, but you can look at the map
and determine at which bearing you will see the land when you send the next
fleet." 

Author builds architectural compositions in form of computer icons, where every pixel of an icon is presented as 2.5 x 2.5 x 12.5 m room of the building. Buildings become spatial interventions, placed into the virtual world of Google Earth.

http://www.netartist.eu/architecture/

Trademark shift

In 2001: A Space Odyssey Kubrick used subliminal encoding to communicate his critique of the technology giant IBM, calling the all-controlling computer »HAL«, what is a one letter shift of IBM. 

Spillers application allows user to find a one-letter shift of any trademark, offering him also to buy a domainname of that string. While Trademarks are reserved combinations (strings) of letters, a domainname is a reserved territory of the virtual society. It is also possible to choose a more letter shift or a backwards reading of desired trademark.

http://www.netartist.eu/trademark/

Translate

““failure” has become a prominent aesthetic in many of the arts in the late 20th century, reminding us that our control of technology is an illusion, and revealing digital tools to be only as perfect, precise, and efficient as the humans who build them”, Kim Cascone, The Aesthetics of Failure

Author takes the sentences about the modern state and translates them  with Google translator seven times from one language to another. The result is a text, which is completely confuse, but still reminds on the original.

Visualisation

Roman Jakobson, under the influence of computer's binary logic, information theory and cybernetics to which he was exposed at MIT where he was teaching, radically reduced rhetoric to just two figures: metaphor and metonymy. Finally, in the 1990's, the World Wide Web hyperlinking has privileged the single figure of metonymy at the expense of all others.

Application converts contents of a web page or a user entered text to layers of images, received from Google Image search. each layer represents one word of the text. By clicking »Next« button user »reads« the text in a way of watching an almost random selection of machine choosen images, representing that word.

http://www.netartist.eu/visual/

A day after

As distribution of all forms of culture becomes computer-based, we are increasingly “interfacing” to predominantly cultural data: texts, photographs, films, music, virtual environments. In short, we are no longer interfacing to a computer but to culture encoded in digital form.

User chooses URL of an arbitrary webpage. Application reads it and replaces all images with grey rectangles and all letters with dots. The result looks like ruins, wreck of web pages; therefrom a title »The day after«.

http://www.netartist.eu/dayafter/

Sonnets for machines

A polite communication begins with introduction. Web application reads data about users operating system, browser, IP address, etc. and converts them into binary code. This is the way, how a machine introduces itself to another machine. 

Machine creates a poem which is readable only by another machine. It writes the ones and zeros in a form of Italian sonnet.Art is not just created by machines but also for machines. Human becomes unnecesary.

http://www.netartist.eu/4machines/


